
Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha
Head 4.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01320
Price: ₹3,300.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Statues & Sculptures, Buddha Statues,
Buddha Head Statues
Tags: Buddha Head Idols, Buddha Head Sculpture

Product Description

This Pink Soapstone Lord Buddha Head is a 4.5 inches masterpiece created by amazing stone
craftsmen of Odisha. The bold Buddha statue in a stair-shaped pedestal, with a glossy finish
ready to embrace the decor of your indoor interior.  A graceful option to place in your living
room over the console or sideboard.
Material: Pinkstone / Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 4.5 x 3 x 3 inch
About Lord Buddha:Born as a prince, until the age of twenty-nine, raised with wealth and
luxury. His path of life changes when he encountered the universal truth of suffering the
"Dukha" of life. He realized the truth, that his wealth cannot save him from facing the suffering
of getting old, falling sick, and death. There is when he left all the luxury and walk away in
searching for a way to evade the suffering. Which he finally discovered six years later after
attaining enlightenment. He spent the remaining life teaching others to achieve the path of
enlightenment. Lord Buddha has been achieved the supreme state of percipience, and
erudition. He gave his first sermon in Sarnath, which includes the four noble truths and the
eight-fold path. About this soapstone masterpiece: Like other differential postures of Lord
Buddha from sitting to reclining, his head always depicts the same feature in all postures. The
head is also filled with many, aspects of his life. The bumpy head depicts the knowledge and
insight he attains after enlightenment. The dot on his forehead refers as the third eye
represents his ability to see beyond the materialistic and physical world. His semi-closed eyes
can see the inner as well as the outer self. His lengthened earlobes illustrated his ability to hear
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of suffering and a better understanding by responding it to. His lips which are always depicted
with a smirk smile represent the freedom from the chain of suffering as well as the real
understanding of the universe. His head is the iconic representation of his characteristic. It
displays the ocean of knowledge and wisdom he possesses being the awakened one. Happiness
comes from inner peace, but it is difficult to earn in this hectic time lifestyle. Keeping the head
of Lord Buddha bust, which itself is the epitome of peace and compassion will amplify the
positive energy into life. Placing him to the east, in the kids' or study room will be beneficial for
academic growth. Placement - An architect recommendation: Create a space in the garden
balcony, among the flower pots. Or put him on the console table with a few other figurines. You
can opt to place it in the middle of a sideboard between two lamps will add more adornment to
your decor. The best gifting option for your dear one on their special occasion. Care: Pinkstone
materials are widely appreciated for their nonporous nature, so cleaning these statues is
extremely easy to use a cloth or broom to dust the surface.
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